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GENERAL SOURCES
General Baron Pieter Nikolai Wrangel’s last campaign against the Bolsheviks.


Personal correspondence, etc., covers 1924-33; also various memos & papers on China & Soviet Union.


Red Army, 1918-1940


See Chap 1.


Extract from Militar Wochenblatt, 25 Feb 1935.

REVOLUTIONARY ARMY


How revolutions in England, France, Russia & China modernized and improved their armies.


Argues that military organizations reflect social reality, not ideology. See esp. Chap 7.


Army as socialization agent.
Red Army, 1918-1940

See Chaps 1-2.


**EARLY OPERATIONS**


See Chaps XVIII-XIX on Russian Civil War.


Includes coverage of the Arman Sagad Campaign (Aug-Nov 1918); battles of Kakhka (28 Aug 1918) & Annenkovo (Jan 1919).

See also:
-Bibliographies on Russo-Polish War, 1920-21 in Poland; Allied Intervention in Russia-PreWW2.

**COMMAND & CONTROL**


Communist Party influence in Red Army.


DOCTRINE & DEVELOPERS


Red Army, 1918-1940


U.S. PLANS/ESTIMATES


OTHER SPECIAL ASPECTS


Educational reforms helped professionalize the staff.


U.S. War Dept. Mil Intell Div. "Intelligence Review--Russia, 1933-1939." Mimeo, various dates. ca. 300 p. AWC File #236-D-Russia, Arch.


   Interview with participant in some cavalry battles of the Russian Civil War, 1918-20.


   Organization and tactics.